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Abstract- A methodology based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) is presented for the evaluation of structures with vertical   

irregularities. Four types of storey-irregularities are considered: stiffness, strength, combined stiffness and strength, and mass           
irregularities. Using the well- known 9-storey LA9 steel frame as a base, the objective is to quantify the effect of irregularities, both for 
individual and for combinations of stories, on its response. In this context a rational methodology for comparing the seismic            

performance of different structural configurations is proposed by means of IDA. This entails performing nonlinear time history         
analyses for a suite of ground motion records scaled to several intensity levels and suitably interpolating the results to calculate      
capacities for a number of  limit-states, from elasticity to final global instability. By expressing all limit-state capacities with a common    

intensity measure, the reference and each modified structure can be naturally compared without needing to have the same period or 
yield base shear. Using the bootstrap method to construct appropriate confidence intervals, it becomes possible to isolate the effect of 
irregularities from the record-to- record variability. Thus, the proposed methodology enables a full-range performance evaluation     

using a highly accurate analysis method that pinpoints the effect of any source of irregularity for each limit-state.  

 
Index Terms— Bootstrap, Incremental dynamic analysis, Non linear dynamic analysis, Seismic performance evaluation, Vertical 

irregularities. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ANY buildings are in some sense vertically irregular.  
Some have been initially designed so, e.g., in the case 
of a soft first-storey.  Others have become so by acci-

dent, for example due to inconsistencies or even errors during 
the construction process, while many have been rendered ir-
regular during their lifetime because of damage, rehabilitation 
or change of use.  Therefore,  it  is essential  for structural en-
gineers to obtain a  better understanding of the seismic re-
sponse of  structures with  irregular distributions of  mass,  
stiffness or strength along their  height, a  need that has also  
been recognized  by  current seismic guidelines (e.g. FEMA-
356 [1], Eurocode [2]).   
     Several researchers have provided useful insight into this 
issue, the most recent and comprehensive efforts including 
the work of Valmundsson and Nau [3], Al-Ali and Krawinkler 
[4] and Chintanpakdee and Chopra [5]. Valmundsson and 
Nau [3] mostly focused on comparing the adequacy of simpli-
fied seismic code design procedures when applied to vertical-
ly irregular frames. Al-Ali and  Krawinkler [4] followed  by  
Chintanpakdee and Chopra [5] performed  systematic  inves-
tigations on the effect of  vertical  irregularities on the seismic 
response of  simple  mid-rise single-bay  frames. The struc-
tures used by the first investigators were based on a strong-
beam-weak-column philosophy as opposed to the latter who 
adopted a more realistic strong-column-weak-beam approach. 
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Despite some anticipated differences due to the different ap-
proaches used, all efforts reached relatively compatible con-
clusions. Still, in all cases several issues were left open.  

     First, all studies focused mostly on the influence of irregu-
larities to the seismic demands rather than capacities. This in 
fact constitutes a broadband comparison that encompasses 
several limit-states of the structure. While this comparison is 
quite interesting in itself it raises the question whether the 
conclusions reached would hold when analyzed for each lim-
it-state, or level of structural response, separately.  Further-
more, the methodologies that have so far been developed to 
compare the reference and each modified structure [4,5] have 
to tune the  modified structure to have the same period and 
yield base shear as the original in order to ensure a fair com-
parison.  While valuable for idealized frames, such methods 
are not suitable for the direct comparison of different design 
alternatives of a realistic structure. Finally, the influence of the 
record-to-record variability has been neglected. In references 
[3], [4] and [5], time history analyses were performed  for 4, 15 
and 20 records, respectively, resulting  in an  increasingly im-
proved but still unknown confidence in the derived conclu-
sions.  

     To fulfill these needs we are proposing the use of Incre-
mental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 
[6]) to evaluate the influence of irregularities on a realistic 
building for each performance level, from serviceability to 
global collapse. Using the LA9 9-storey steel frame (e.g. 
Foutch and Yun [7]) as a reference structure we study the ef-
fects of various patterns and types of vertical irregularities on 
the limit-state capacities without needing any modifications to 
match the irregular to the reference structure, simply by 
adopting a common intensity measure to express capacities. 

M 
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Then, by incorporating the bootstrap method [8] the effect of 
irregularities is isolated from any record-to-record variability: 
For each limit state, confidence intervals are calculated and 
hypothesis testing is performed for the median and the dis-
persion of capacity, providing evidence of whether the ob-
served differences are due to vertical irregularities or the ran-
domness in the seismic loading.    

2. STRUCTURAL MODELS  

2.1 Reference Frame  

The  structure  considered  is  a  9-storey  steel  moment  re-
sisting  frame  with  a  single-storey basement (Figure 1). The 
frame has been designed for a Los Angeles site, following the 
1997 NEHRP (National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Pro-
gram) provisions [7]. A centerline model with fracturing con-
nections was formed using the Open SEES [9] platform. It al-
lows for plastic hinge formation at the beam ends while the 
columns remain elastic. The fracturing connections are  mod-
elled as rotational springs with 1% strain hardening and  a 
strength drop to 60% of the plastic moment capacity at ten 
times the yield rotation. Similar behaviour was assumed for 
both positive and negative moments. Geometric nonlinearities 
in the form of P-∆ effects were considered while the effect of 
internal gravity frames has been incorporated.  The  funda-
mental period of the reference  frame  is  T *   2.25 sec and  
accounts  for approximately 84% of the total  mass;  it  is es-
sentially a  first  mode dominated structure that still allows  
for a significant sensitivity to higher modes. This design will 
become the reference frame and serve as the basis for compar-
ing all irregular designs.   
 
2.2 Frames with Vertical Irregularities  

Practically an infinite number of vertically irregular designs 
can be obtained by selecting different properties and varying 
their distribution along the height. The irregularities that will 
be considered  for the 9-storey  frame are  based on the three 
basic quantities,  mass, stiffness and strength that can  be  
modified separately or  jointly,  for single or multiple  stories, 
along the  building height. Following  in the  footsteps  of  Al-
Ali and  Krawinkler [4]  only  four types of vertical  irregulari-
ties are examined:  mass (MI), stiffness (KI), strength (SI) and 
combined stiffness-strength  irregularities (KSI). Mass irregu-
larities are very common and usually are due to different use 
of one floor compared to the use of adjacent floors, such as car 
parking floors, or floors with mechanical equipment. Typical 
stiffness irregularities appear as soft stories or in general 
when elements of the lateral-force-resisting system, such as 
braces, are pre- sent on one storey but not on adjacent stories. 
In many practical cases, strength changes occur together with 
stiffness, e.g., when the cross section of a member is changed 
both the moment of inertia and the plastic moment capacity 
are modified. Vertical irregularity cases of this type also ap-
pear when a structure has a set back, or when the number or 
size of structural members is reduced, for example when col-
umns are stopped at the second floor instead of terminating at 

the basement. Stiffness and strength can also be modified un-
intentionally by non-structural elements, such as partition 
walls. Finally, strength only irregularities may be encoun-
tered, for example on reinforced concrete structures, where 
the stiffness is attributed to the dimensions of reinforced con-
crete sections while the strength is controlled primarily by the 
reinforcement. In the cases considered the storey properties 
are modified by upgrading or degrading the properties of all 
of the storey‘s members, i.e., the beams and the supporting 
columns, by a single modification factor. Only one modifica-
tion factor, equal to 2, was considered. There- fore, upgrading 
the stiffness of a storey by a factor of 2 refers to multiplying 
the stiffness of all members of that storey by 2, while when 
degrading the stiffness we divide by 2. In contrast, Al-Ali and 
Krawinkler [4] considered a wide range of modification fac-
tors, while Chintanpakdee and Chopra [10] considered only 
two values: 2 and 5. Each of the four types of irregularities 
considered, denoted as ―KI‖, ―SI‖, ―KSI‖ and ―MI‖, was ap-
plied to each of the nine stories of the frame separately. For 
brevity results will be shown only for odd-numbered stories. 
Additionally, several combined-stories irregularities were 
considered by modifying together with the given storey all 
stories beneath it. In total we examine 17 cases which are des-
ignated as follows: case ―(n) KI‖ refers to the modification of 
stiffness of the n-th storey, while case ―(1-n) SI‖ refers to the 
modification of the strength of stories 1 up to n. A super- 
script plus or minus sign will be added when necessary to 
distinguish between an upgraded and a degraded case. In 
total 136+1 IDA analyses were performed.  
 

 
3. METHODOLOGY  

Incremental Dynamic  Analysis (IDA) [6]  is regarded as one 
of the  most powerful analysis  methods  available,  since  it  
can  provide  accurate  estimates  of  the  complete  range  of  
the model‘s response, from elastic to yielding, then to nonli-
near inelastic and finally to global dynamic  instability. IDA 
involves performing a series of nonlinear dynamic analyses 
for each record by scaling it to several levels of intensity that 
are appropriately selected. Each dynamic analysis is characte-
rized by two scalars, an Intensity Measure (IM), which 
represents the scaling factor of the record, and an Engineering 
Demand Parameter (EDP) (according to current Pacific Earth-
quake Engineering Research Center terminology), which 
monitors the structural response of the model.  An appropri-
ate choice for the IM for moderate period structures with no 
near fault activity is the 5%-damped first-mode spectral acce-
leration Sa (T1 , 5%) , while the maximum inter storey drift 
θmax of the  structure  is  a good candidate  for the EDP. Lim-
it-states (e.g., immediate occupancy or collapse prevention 
according to FEMA-350 [11]) can be de- fined on each IDA 
curve and summarized to produce the probability of exceed-
ing a specified limit-state given the IM level.   

     To perform IDA we used a suite of twenty records 
representing a scenario earthquake. These records belong to a 
bin of relatively large magnitudes of 6.5–6.9 and moderate 
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distances, all recorded on firm soil and bearing no marks of 
directivity. Each of these records was appropriately scaled to 
cover the entire range of structural response for each irregular 
case. At each scaling level a nonlinear dynamic analysis was 
performed and a single scalar, the EDP, was used to describe 
the structural response. Using the hunt-and-fill algorithm [12] 
to select the IM-levels allowed the use of only fourteen runs 
per record to capture each IDA curve with excellent accuracy.  
Appropriate  interpolation techniques [12] were applied  in 
order  to approximate each IDA curve  in  the IM-EDP plane  
from the discrete points obtained  from the time history ana-
lyses, as shown  in Figure 2a  for the  base case and the re- 
cords of earthquake. Such results were in turn summarized to 
produce e.g. the median IDA curve in Figure 2a or the median 
storey drift demands along the height of the frame for a num-
ber of Sa (T1  , 5%) -levels (Figure 2b).  

     In comparison, in order to evaluate the structural response, 
Al-Ali and Krawinkler [4] performed dynamic analyses for 
one elastic and two inelastic levels using strength reduction 
factors and some scaling by spectrum matching. In the termi-
nology used by Jalayer [13] they have performed a three-
stripes analysis, or a three-clouds analysis in  Sa (T1  , 5%) -
terms, since in an  Sa (T1  , 5%)  versus θmax plot the results 
will appear as three distinct clouds. Chintanpakdee and Cho-
pra [5], on the other hand, have used what can be called a sin-
gle-cloud analysis, where the records have been left unscaled. 
Our approach was to use a total of 14 levels of intensity non-
uniformly dispersed to achieve maximum coverage for each 
record.   
     In order to compare the performance of the modified ver-
sus the reference frame, a continuum of limit-states was de-
fined, each at a given value of θmax, spanning all the struc-
tural response range from elasticity to global dynamic insta-
bility.  For each  limit-state (i.e., each  value of  θmax) the cor-
responding  Sa (T1  , 5%)  values of capacity were obtained, 
one  for each  record [12], and they were appropriately  sum-
marized  into their  median  value and dispersion. The stan-
dard deviation of the logarithms of the capacity values was 
used as a dispersion measure, which is a natural choice for 
data that is approximately log normally distributed (e.g., Ben-
jamin and Cornell [14]). By comparing the median and the 
dispersion of the capacities of the reference versus the mod-
ified frame for each limit-state (or value of θmax) we gain an 
accurate and closely focused image of the effect of the modifi-
cation on the structure‘s performance at each level of re-
sponse.  

      It should be noted that such comparisons are made possi-
ble by expressing all capacities in a common IM, in our case 
the 5%-damped spectral acceleration at the first mode of the 
reference structure S aT *, 5%). While this would pose no 
problem when dealing with strength modifications, it may not 
appear as simple for mass or stiffness irregularities which re-
sult in modified building periods. Then, objections  may  be 
raised owing to  the  fact that using each  structure‘s  S a (T1  , 
5%)  seems a better choice and doing otherwise  may  intro-
duce errors. In reality, this is only a matter of efficiency, i.e., 
how many records are needed to achieve a given confidence 

in the results (Luco [15]). Actually, it has been shown (Vam-
vatsikos and Cornell [16]) that in the inelastic range (which is 
of interest) and for a relatively wide range of periods around 
T*, similar values of efficiency are achieved. Comparisons of 
different de- signs were made possible in earlier studies [4,5] 
by tuning the irregular cases to have the same first  mode pe-
riod and/or  yield  base shear as the base case.  While this 
method enables the comparison of idealized structures with 
only a few time history analyses it is not appropriate for the 
direct comparison of realistic design alternatives. Thus, the 
proposed  methodology based on IDA allows us to perform 
comparisons  in a  much  more realistic way that does not in-
volve  further  modifying the  irregular structure in any way  
since the selection of the IM  is simply a post-processing  is-
sue. As an example,  Figure 3 shows  how the  median IDA 
curves for the upgraded and the degraded cases compare 
with the median IDA curve of the base case when using  S a(T 
* , 5%)  as the common IM.  

4. RESPONSE STATISTICS FOR SINGLE-
STOREY IRREGULARITIES  

Figures 4 up to 8 demonstrate  the effect of vertical  irregulari-
ties on the performance of the LA9  frame  for  the  four  types  
of  irregularities  considered.  Figure  4,  shows  the  median S  
(T * , 5%)  capacities  for all  limit-states (i.e., values of  θmax) 
considered,  both for the upgraded and the degraded cases,  
normalized  by the corresponding  median capacities of the 
base case. Each column of Figure 4 refers to one of the four 
irregularities considered, while each of the five rows refers to 
the single storey (1, 3, 5, 7 or 9) whose properties where mod-
ified. Essentially each graph in Figure 4 compares the effect of 
a single-storey modification on the median S a(T * , 5%)  limit-
state capacities by scanning IDA curves, like the ones appear-
ing in Figure 3, along the horizontal axis for constant values of 
θmax. On the other hand, Figures 5 up to 8 show  the distribu-
tion along the height  of  peak  inter storey drift  demands for  
each irregular  case,  normalized by  the  corresponding base-
case values, for four  intensity levels, namely  S a(T * , 5%) = 
0.25g, 0.5g, 0.75g and 1.0g.  
 
4.1 EFFECTS OF SINGLE-STOREY STIFFNESS IRREGULARITIES  
The effects of single-storey stiffness irregularities on the me-
dian S a(T * , 5%)  capacities are shown  in the  first column of  
Figure 4 both for the stiffened and the softened cases. When 
the stiffness irregularity is at the lower stories (1-3) it mostly 
influences the limit-states near collapse, stiffer cases gaining 
up to a 10% increase and softer cases showing a similar de-
crease in capacity. Interestingly enough, a modified first sto-
rey inversely influences some early- inelastic limit-states, a 
soft first storey providing a small capacity bonus. Stiffness 
changes in the middle of the building seem to have a negligi-
ble influence (less than 5%) regardless of the limit-state. On 
the other hand when the irregularity appears at a higher sto-
rey (8-9), significant changes occur in the early limit-states. 
For θmax up to 4%, stiffer stories offer up to a 30% increase in 
capacity, while softer stories offer a similar decrease up to 
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θmax = 7%.  
      In Figure 5 we can see the distribution of normalized me-
dian inter storey drift demands over the height of the building 
for given levels of S a(T * , 5%) . First of all, it becomes appar-
ent that single-storey modifications cause wide-spread 
changes all over the building. This is a direct consequence of 
the redistribution happening in a beam-hinge model [5]. At 
the lower intensity levels (0.25-0.5g) such effects are concen-
trated around the modified story, generating 30-50% changes 
in demands and in accordance with previous research results 
[5]. At higher intensities though, the changes become more 
uniformly distributed and the maxima often migrate to stories 
away from the modified one. Finally, close to collapse, the 
story demand pro- file  becomes practically the same  in all 
cases,  leading to roughly 50% reduced demands regardless  
of  the  position  of  the  modification  and  whether  it  is  up-
grading  or  degrading, indicating a robust collapse  mechan-
ism. This means that despite the initial differences all mod-
ified structures will fail in almost the same way and at similar 
intensity  levels. The only exception appears for softer lower 
stories (1-3) which heavily increase the demands of all stories 
above, leading to an earlier global collapse.  
 
4.2 EFFECTS OF SINGLE-STOREY STRENGTH IRREGULARITIES  
The influence  of strength irregularities  (SI)  on limit-state  
capacities is shown in  the second column of  Figure 4,  clearly  
showing that they  have an overall  greater  impact compared 
to stiffness. Perhaps the only exception appears for θmax less 
than 2%, where little or no yielding has occurred yet and the 
results are not affected. Other than that the position of the 
modified storey leaves a distinct mark on the structure‘s ca-
pacity for each limit-state. When the  modified storey  is  lo-
cated close to  the base (1-3) a powerful  ―fuse‖ effect appears  
for all  limit- states away from collapse: the yielding of the soft 
lower story seems to isolate the higher ones and protect the 
building, thus  leading to an improved performance (e.g. see 
Vamvatsikos and Cornell [6]). A stronger lower storey delays 
this phenomenon and has the exact opposite effect. Still, when 
close to collapse, this temporary relief vanishes and the mod-
ified structure practically gains little over the base case. 
Strengthening or weakening mid-height stories has a milder 
effect, stronger stories providing a 15% bonus to capacity for 
all higher limit-states. Similar,  although  much  more  pro-
nounced effects  appear  when  the  modification  is  in  the 
higher stories (7-9).  Weakening any of these stories provides 
a mild disadvantage for lower limit-states that diminishes 
close to collapse, while strengthening offers up to a 25% per-
formance improvement for any θmax greater than 3%. Ob-
viously a weak top storey does not speed up global collapse, 
but curiously enough a stronger one seems to delay it.  

      As shown in the inter storey drift demand profiles of Fig-
ure 6, similarly to the stiffness irregularities, strength modifi-
cations have a widespread effect all over the structure that 
depends highly on the intensity level. For S a(T * , 5%) = 0.25g 
introducing a weaker/stronger storey at any  level of the  
structure will correspondingly  increase/decrease the drift 
demands  in the neighbourhood of the modification but it will 

have the inverse effect for other stories. Regardless of the sto-
rey that is modified, the most significant changes always ap-
pear at the top three stories, often reaching levels higher than 
50%. At this level our observations are in complete agreement 
with Chintanpakdee and Chopra [5]. As  S a(T * , 5%)  increas-
es these effects become  less and  less pronounced, especially  
for modifications  in the  lower and  higher stories. On the 
other hand,  for irregularities  in the  middle stories (5-7)  the 
influence of the modifications  changes  character becoming  
more  uniform  over  the  height  of  the  building. Making 
these stories stronger/weaker reduces/increases demands 
practically for all stories and not just in the neighbourhood of 
the irregularity .At 1.0g though the picture changes again: 
Whatever the storey and no matter if it is weakened or streng-
thened, the structure gains a rather uniform 50% reduction in 
demands for all stories. The single exception is the softening 
of the upper stories which leads to demands that are equal or 
higher than the reference structure. Again it seems that we 
have a rather consistent collapse mechanism for this building 
and any single-storey strength  modification considered will  
not significantly affect  the way the building fails, but only the  
S a(T * , 5%)  level that this happens.  

 
4.3 EFFECTS OF SINGLE-STOREY COMBINED STRENGTH AND 

STIFFNESS IRREGULARITIES  
The third column of Figure 4 shows the effect of combined 
stiffness and strength irregularities to the median limit-state 
capacities. Compared to the previous two types of irregulari-
ties we observe a much greater influence to the S a(T * , 5%)  
capacities. At least qualitatively,  if  not quantitatively, the  
KSI capacity  effects,  i.e., the third column of Figure 4, can  be 
obtained  by adding together the  first and  second columns 
(KI  and SI)  for any given  value of θmax. Essentially, the 
stiffness plus strength modification tends to have the com-
bined properties of the corresponding separate stiffness and 
strength cases. Thus, for lower values of θmax we can identify 
in the KSI cases a significant positive effect when degrading 
lower stories or when upgrading the top ones. Obviously this 
is a manifestation of the effects associated with soft lower (KI-
degraded) or strong higher (SI-upgraded) stories to the limit-
state capacity, as mentioned earlier. In a similar way,  for  lim-
it-states close to collapse  it  becomes apparent that upgrading 
any  storey will result  in a 10-25%  increase  in  S a(T * , 5%)  
capacity, while degrading will have an adverse effect only 
when it happens at lower stories.  
      Figure 7 shows the distribution of drift demands over the 
height of the building for four IM levels. For the lower intensi-
ty levels, 0.25-0.75g, the simple combination rule that was es-
tablished earlier seems to hold, at least qualitatively. The inter 
storey drift demands for any KSI case and any storey can be 
roughly obtained by adding up the  KI and SI results.  At the 
0.25-0.50g levels, upgrading has again an important positive 
effect in the neighbourhood of the modification and the in-
verse effect elsewhere. At higher  intensities though this effect  
is smeared out, where upgrading/degrading  has  a  strong 
positive/negative effect everywhere, while the  major changes 
still  happen at the  modified  floor.  Near collapse, at 1.0g, 
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these pat- terns are amplified and almost all degraded cases 
reach global instability, while all upgraded ones gain a rela-
tively uniform 50-60% decrease in demands. The only excep-
tion is degrading the top story which seems to have a positive 
effect and delay collapse. It is notable again that the  distribu-
tion  of  drift  demands  near  collapse  remains  almost  the  
same  for  all  the  KSI- modified cases, echoing the similar  
findings  for the KI and SI cases regarding the robustness of 
the collapse mechanism.  
 
4.4 EFFECTS OF SINGLE-STOREY MASS IRREGULARITIES  

The effect of mass irregularities on the limit-state capacities is 
comparable to the stiffness irregularity cases (Figure 4). Ac-
tually, a close match can be observed between the cases with 
increased stiffness at a given floor and the corresponding cas-
es with reduced mass and vice versa. Naturally, this is a direct 
outcome of the inverse effect that these two quantities have on 
the dynamic characteristics (e.g. the period) of the given sub-
structure (the storey) and the whole building. Thus, the higher  
influence to capacities appears when the  mass  is  modified 
either  in the  lower or in the top stories; changes  in the  mid-
dle ones  have  little,  if any, significance.    

     Figure 8 shows that the correspondence of stiffness in-
crease and mass decrease holds roughly for the drift demands 
over the height of the building. For low intensities the largest 
change in drift demands happens for top-storey modifications 
(also observed in [4]). Again the major changes seem to occur 
in the neighbourhood of the modification, and the inverse 
effects appear elsewhere. For higher intensities these differ-
ences are smeared out, practically all stories having increased 
demands when the mass is increased anywhere. Finally, for 
the 1.0g intensity level, the drift demands are smaller by 30-
50% when compared to the base case for all nine cases both 
for increasing and decreasing the mass. As observed in all 
previous irregularities the shape of drift demands is not af-
fected substantially near collapse. As a final note, it should be 
stressed that, contrary to previous findings [4], the effects of 
mass modifications are not less than those of stiffness modifi-
cations; they are roughly similar. It is possible that the stiff-
ness-only tuning used in [4], both for the stiffness and the 
mass irregular cases, may have biased such results to under-
play the mass effects.   

 

5. BOOTSTRAP AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING  
The IDA curves display significant record-to-record variabili-
ty, as becomes obvious in Figure 2a. It is only natural to inves-
tigate the accuracy of the results given the limited sample size 
of 20 records. Looking just at the ratio of the medians in Fig-
ure 4 can often be misleading: Small changes in the elastic 
range, where the record-to-record  
    Analytical  formulas  are  usually  not  available  when  per-
centile  values  are  involved; hence we turn to  the bootstrap 
method (Efron and Tibshirani [8]) to fill this gap. It offers a 
reliable way to compare the median capacities between the 
reference frame and any modified structure for each limit-
state. In essence it allows a direct comparison of two fractile 

IDA curves, namely the curve of the irregular case against the 
curve of the base case, on the basis of capacity. Since  in  both 
cases the randomness  is  induced  by the record suite, which  
for the sake of a  fair comparison should  be kept common, we  
have a classic case of paired  samples [17].  
      By sampling with replacement from the original 20 accele-
rograms to generate alternate 20-record suites we can calcu-
late the ratio of the median S a(T * , 5%) -capacities of the  
modified over the base case  for every record suite and for 
every  limit-state. If we perform this process for numerous 
random samples (say 1000), confidence intervals can be gen-
erated for the ratio of the median capacities for each θmax 
value. If we let  Sˆirreg / Sˆbase  represent the sample of ratios 
of median  S a(T * , 5%)  capacities for a given θmax and use 
the superscript ―(x)‖ to denote the  sample‘s  x% fractile, then 
the (1-x)·100% confidence  interval of the ratio for  the given 
limit state can be formally calculated. If  for a given  θmax the  
interval  contains unity we  do not have  significant evidence 
at the (1- x)·100% level to accept  that  the differences  in the  
median capacities are produced from the irregularity rather 
than the earthquake records for the specified limit-state.   

     The upper and  lower  bounds of these  intervals at the 90% 
confidence  level (x = 0.10) appear  in  Figure 9  for all the  
irregularities, all  storey‘s and  all the  limit-states considered. 
There are two features worth our attention in these plots: The 
width of the confidence intervals and the symmetry of the 
bounds with respect to the unity-line. The first provides a 
measure of the sensitivity of the results to the record selection 
and the second measures how likely it is that a random record 
suite will cause an increase or decrease of the median capacity 
for the particular modification. Obviously, if the unity-line is 
outside the confidence interval, then we cannot reject the hy-
pothesis at the 90% level that the irregularity causes the ob-
served difference. Still, even  if the  interval  contains one, we 
have reasonable evidence supporting our conclusions when 
the unity  appears closer to  one of the  bounds,  but clearly  
little or no evidence  if  it  is  in the  middle of the  interval: It 
becomes a roughly 50-50 chance then that the modification 
will cause an  increase or decrease. Thus, in order to draw 
objective conclusions one must treat Figure 9 as a necessary 
complement to Figure 4.   

     Indeed, all of the conclusions we have reached are verified 
by Figure 9. It can be seen that when the influence to the me-
dian capacity (Figure 4) is small the confidence intervals (Fig-
ure 9) generally contain one. When the effect of irregularities 
is stronger, the width of the confidence interval may be quite 
large but it usually does not contain one. Additionally, the 
width of the intervals tends to become larger at limit states 
closer to collapse due to the fact that the IDA curves show 
larger dispersion for higher damage levels. A more efficient 
IM that is better related to the high inelastic deformations de-
veloped at the higher intensity levels would reduce this dis-
persion (e.g. Vamvatsikos and Cornell [16]).   

      Furthermore, we can identify several cases where the con-
fidence interval  is quite wide and  is  almost equally divided 
above and  below one, such as case (9) MI+  for drift  values of 
6% up to 20%  or case (3) SI-  for drift values  beyond 10%. 
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Figure 4 correctly led us to the conclusion that the effects of 
these two cases are small and thus the influence of irregularity 
is insignificant. However, the bootstrap results  imply that the  
irregularity  may appear  insignificant in a median sense but 
there so much sensitivity to the record selection that we may 
easily find important influences in some cases where the me-
dian capacity ratios are equally likely to appear larger or 
smaller than one. Generally speaking, the influence of irregu-
larities observed in Figure 4 can be easily increased or de-
creased depending on the choice of records.  

      To complete the picture, an examination of the ratio of the 
achieved capacity dispersions of the modified over the refer-
ence frame is also necessary. For this purpose bootstrap per-
centile confidence intervals are calculated as in Eq. (1) for the 
ratio of the standard deviations of the natural logarithm of the 
capacities. These appear in Figure 10, providing evidence on 
whether one can focus only on the influence of irregularities 
to the median capacities or should also consider changes in 
the dispersion. Fortunately, for most cases the width of the 
intervals is small and contains the unity line. However, there 
are cases, e.g., (1) KI, (9) KI and (7) MI, where significant 
changes to the dispersion are observed for the limit states near 
collapse. In general most of the influence to capacity disper-
sion is observed when changing stiffness or mass and by 
proxy in the combined stiffness-strength case.  When  mass 
and  stiffness are  modified the  irregular  frame undergoes a 
period change that can probably account  for most of these 
effects, thus even when  looking at  mild changes  in the  me-
dian capacities we  may have to be alert for large changes in 
their dispersion.  

 

6. EFFECTS OF MULTI-STOREY MODIFICA-
TIONS  
To conclude our investigation we will also examine cases 
where more than one adjacent stories are modified.  From the 
numerous combinations of stories available we chose to 
present only three: (1-2), (1-4) and (1-9). Naturally, case (1-9) 
cannot be considered irregular since all stories are modified 
by the same factor. Still it will be presented for comparison 
and as an ex- ample of applying the proposed method to 
meaningfully compare different design alternatives. Clearly 
the methods adopted in [4,5] would find  no difference  be-
tween the base  frame and the (1-9) modified cases; they were 
not designed with this application in mind.   

      The ratios of the median capacities for every limit-state 
and type of modification are shown in Figure 11. Comparing 
them with the results  for single-storey  modifications, show 
that  the influence  of multi-storey modifications  can be  qua-
litatively  recreated by adding  up the corresponding  single-
storey  influences. Thus the resulting curves often end up 
looking like a largely amplified version of the most influential 
single-storey modification included in the multi-storey com-
bination. For example, all modifications involving stories (1-2) 

actually resemble a blown up version of the corresponding 
(most influential) first-storey irregularity. Therefore, a (1-2) KI 
stiffness upgrade provides the usual  bonus to higher  limit-
states,  while a corresponding SI strength degrade enables an 
early ―fuze‖ effect that helps post-yield limit- states (but not 
close to collapse). The KSI case again resembles a combination 
of the KI and SI ones, and the mass modification MI case 
tends to have the inverse effect compared to KI, especially 
close to collapse. Perhaps the only  surprise  comes  from the 
unexpected  bonus that a stiffness degrade provides to early  
inelastic  limit-states for  θmax around 1-4%, a trend that does 
exists in the first-storey KI modification but only faintly.  

      Similarly, the (1-4) storey  modifications do resemble a 
combination of the corresponding first  and  third  storey cas-
es,  the highly influential first-storey leaving  a very  recogniz-
able pattern on the results, and making them look a lot like 
the (1-2) cases. What probably best signifies the involvement 
of the higher stories in this case happens at the SI (and by 
proxy in the KSI) modification, where the fuze effect may ap-
pear again for lower limit-states, but near collapse we see 
what common sense would dictate: The strengthened case 
gets a 10% improved collapse performance, while the wea-
kened case a similar reduction.  

      Finally, when the whole structure is modified, we can 
identify the strong influence of both the first and top storey 
modifications. Actually the combined effect is more accurately 
described by stating that all intricacies are gone and the pic-
ture clears: Stiffening the structure helps mostly in the early 
limit-states but softening hurts everywhere. Strengthening or 
weakening have a positive/negative effect mostly for near-
collapse limit-states, while the combined stiffening plus 
strengthening obviously has the positive effects of both, help-
ing the performance of the structure everywhere (the opposite 
happening for combined softening-weakening). Finally, mass 
modifications are true to their stiffness-reciprocal nature.  Any 
mass decrease largely improves performance only in the pre-
collapse limit-states, while mass increase hurts the structure 
practically everywhere.The corresponding 90% bootstrap con-
fidence intervals appear in Figure 12. Despite the magnitude 
of the effects caused by multi-storey modifications, the boot-
strap results show that they are often highly dependent on the 
record selection. For example, for all KI cases and for θmax 
values within 4-12% the confidence intervals (Figure 12) con-
tain the unit-line and there- fore the (small) influences ob-
served in Figure 11 could easily swing the other way. In gen-
eral though, when observing a relatively large impact from 
any modification, the confidence intervals verify that it is also 
statistically significant. Thus, one should focus on the more 
prominent effects shown in Figures 4 and 11 and disregard 
the less important characteristics which are usually statistical-
ly insignificant.    
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7. Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                   Fig1. LA9 frame model 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 2 Figure 2. IDA results for the reference frame: (a) twenty IDA curves 

and their median, (b) median interstorey drift demands for different,S a(T 

1* , 5%)  values 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3. Using a common IM to compare median IDA curves of the base 

case versus the de- graded and upgraded ones for strength and stiffness 

irregularities in the 6th storey (6 KSI). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 4. The median  S a(T * , 5%) -capacities given θmax for the   upgraded 

and degraded cases normalized by the corresponding base case values. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5. Normalized peak interstorey drift demands for single-storey stiffness 

irregular (KI) cases for four  S a (T * , 5%)  levels. 
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Fig 6. Normalized peak interstorey drift demands for single-storey strength 

irregular (SI) cases for four  S a(T * , 5%)  levels. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 7. Normalized peak interstorey drift demands for single-storey stiffness 

and strength irregular (KSI) cases for four  S a(T * , 5%) levels. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 8. Normalized peak interstorey drift demands for single-storey mass 

irregular (ΜI) cases for four  S a(T * , 5%)  levels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 9. Bootstrap 90% confidence intervals on the ratio of the median  S 

a(T * , 5%) -capacities given θmax of the modified over the base case. 

Light gray lines indicate the lower bound and darker ones the upper 

bound. 
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Fig 10. Bootstrap 90% confidence intervals on the ratio of the dispersion 

of  S a(T * , 5%) -capacities given θmax of the modified over the base 

case. Light gray lines are used for the lower bound and darker ones for 

the upper bound. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 11, Median  Sα (T * , 5%) – capacities given θmax  for the upgrade 

and degrade cases of multi storey modifications normalized by the corres-

ponding base case values. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 12, bootstrap 90% confidence intervals on the ratio of the median S 
a(T * , 5%)  capacities given θmax of the modified over the base case for 
multi-storey modifications. Light coloured lines are used for the lower 

bound and darker ones for the upper bounds.  

 

8. CONCLUSIONS   
A methodology based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis for 
comparing the capacities of different structural designs has 
been proposed to study the effect of vertical irregularities on 
the seismic performance of a multi-storey building. It offers 
three distinct advantages over previous research: (a) It 
achieves a focused view by examining the effects on the ca-
pacities of each limit-state separately, from elasticity to global 
dynamic collapse, (b) it does not need the ―tuning‖ that pre-
vious methods had to use in order to match the fundamental 
period and/or yield base shear for the structures compared, 
and (c) by taking advantage of the bootstrap it pro- vides a 
sanity check for our results.   
 Four types of irregularities have been examined: stiffness, 
strength, combined stiffness- strength  and  mass  irregulari-
ties,  while  their  effect  was  studied  for  both  single-storey  
and multi-storey modifications. In brief it was found that:  
The effect of any single or multi-storey modification signifi-
cantly differs depending on the limit-state or level of intensity 
considered. In the elastic or early inelastic range, most of the 
findings of previous researchers are verified, but as damage 
increases in the structure such conclusions do not hold. Espe-
cially, when approaching global dynamic instability, any sin-
gle-storey modification considered has no effect on the col-
lapse mechanism, only on the intensity level that it is acti-
vated.  
Combined stiffness and strength irregularities have the larg-
est effect among the irregularities considered. Strength comes 
second while mass and stiffness are the least influential.  
The combined stiffness and strength irregularity cases can 
be (at least qualitatively) decomposed to a stiffness and a 
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strength component, as they combine the effects of both.  
 Mass irregularities tend to have a reciprocal influence when 
compared to the stiffness irregularities for the same stories. 
Contrary to previous research the magnitude of their influ-
ence was found to be comparable to the corresponding stiff-
ness irregularities, not less, an effect that may be connected to 
the ―stiffness-tuning‖ used in earlier research.   
The behaviour observed for single-storey irregularity cases 
can be extended in a straight forward manner to qualitatively 
study the influence of multi-storey irregularities.     
The effects of irregularities are highly dependent on the 
record selection. In each case only the most prominent effects 
observed stand out from the record-to-record variability and 
are thus found to be statistically significant.   
In conclusion, vertical irregularities have been shown to pro-
duce different effects that depend upon the type of irregulari-
ty, its position and most importantly, the intensity of the 
earthquake, or equivalently the response level or damaged 
state of the structure. While some consistent trends have been 
identified these only hold for the summarized values of many 
re- cords.  Individual records will often go against this ―cen-
tral‖ behaviour, something that engineers should always keep 
in mind.  
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